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Lot

Description

1

MATERIAL: low-quality gold, carnelian, jasper and lapisislazzulo DESCRIPTION: English oval seal with engraved carnelian and jasper,
another with carnelian engraved with noble coat of arms and a lapis engraved with leaves and surmounted by lapis lazuli, the latter with
slight defects SIZES: oval seal ...[more]

2

MATERIAL: gold with low title, silver, micro-pearls and stones DESCRIPTION: lot of six pins, similar to each other, each embellished
with stones of various colors, one with turquoise and another with micro-pearls MEASURES: brooch from cm 2 to 3 WEIGHT: 16.0 gr

3

MATERIAL: rose gold, yellow gold, diamonds, emerald and stones DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet with central square embellished with
emerald and red stones framed by band engraved with swirls, on the sides rose diamonds, bears a punch of diffcult reading, perhaps of
French gold MEASURES: closed diameter ...[more]

4

MATERIAL: low-quality gold at 12 kt and 14 kt DESCRIPTION: four rigid bracelets, two of which with flowers, one bears the gold punch
with a low English title, another bears the 12 kt mark MEASURES: inner diameter 6 cm and one cm 5.5 WEIGHT. gr 27.8

5

MATERIAL: yellow gold, rose gold and turquoise DESCRIPTION: long latch necklace made of flat tubular links intertwined with each
other, at the center oval clasp engraved with flowers and embellished with turquoise cabochon, bears a punch difficult to read
MEASURES: open 74 cm WEIGHT: gr 39

6

MATERIAL: low-quality gold and pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of large safety earrings, each made like a convex bow with long tubular
pendant and pearl and another rounded circle pair with acanthus leaves in the center, very slight defects SIZES: safety earrings 1.3 x
6.5h cm. hoop earrings diameter 4 cm ...[more]

7

MATERIAL low-grade gold, 12 kt gold, stones and pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each embellished with red stone
and pendant beaded drop and another pair made of flower and with a pendant pearl, the latter bear the 12 kt mark, defects
MEASURES: earrings length 5.5 cm, earrings with pea ...[more]

8

MATERIAL: yellow gold and turquoise DESCRIPTION: necklace made with interwoven turbulent meshes and large shaped pendant,
with in turn a smaller oval pendant, engraved with swirls and with turquoise cabochon opening to hide a small compartment, final part
embellished with tassel MEASURES: open cm 37 ...[more]

9

MATERIAL: low-grade gold and princisbecco DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, made like a shield with hand and dove, another
pair, of floral inspiration, with three pendants in a stylized vase and the last other pair, in princisbecco, of shape tubular embellished with
flowers MEASURES: earrings ...[more]

10

MATERIAL: 9 kt gold and gilded metal DESCRIPTION: choker made of curved links reminiscent of a shell of different colors of gold and
an engraved clasp with flowers, bears the 375 mark MEASUREMENTS: 41.5 cm open neckline, 3 cm foulard, WEIGHT: 16.8 gr

11

MATERIAL: yellow gold and rose gold DESCRIPTION: pair of bracelets made with two-color curb links in part with flowers, which come
together to form a choker, bear the French gold mark, slight dents, flaw closure MEASURES: each 20.5 cm WEIGHT: gr 48.3

12

MATERIAL: gold with a low content and 12 kt, micro-pearls and stones DESCRIPTION: collier that can be transformed into two
bracelets, made with interlaced links partially embossed and centered by a large love knot, micro-pearls and red stones, pair of earrings
en suite, the latter bear the mark 12 k ...[more]

13

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-titled gold and micro-pearls and red stone DESCRIPTION: necklace made with intertwined links centered
by a love knot embellished with filigree and red-colored stones, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 37 cm WEIGHT: 8.7 gr

14

MATERIAL: yellow gold, 9 kt gold, micro-pearls and green stone and sapphires DESCRIPTION: necklace made with interlaced
alternating micro-beads, floral-inspired pendant centered by green stone and embellished with small pearls and another necklace with
two pendants, each with micro-pearls and sapphi ...[more]

15

MATERIAL: low gold and yellow gold title DESCRIPTION: set composed of a pair of large earrings, each made like a filigree flower with
small applied circus studs and a low title en suite in gold MEASURES: earrings diameter 2.5 x 3 cm h, open necklace 36 cm WEIGHT:
17.4 gr

16

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamond, emeralds and micro-pearls DESCRIPTION: floral inspired choker, made with a cordonetto knit and
central part with large flower between volutes and pendant heart, all embellished with micro pearls, diamond pink and emeralds
MEASURES: open 37 cm WEIGHT : gr 15.2

17

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-titled gold and micro-pearls DESCRIPTION: lot consisting of three pairs of earrings including a pair of clips
and another pair of low-titled, gold-plated Venetian golds WEIGHT: 8.9 g

18

MATERIAL: microperle and gold with a low title DESCRIPTION: necklace made of twelve threads of microperle degrade, rectangular
firmness centered by small pearls MEASURES: open 36 cm WEIGHT: pearls from mm 0.01 to 3, gr 41.8

19

MATERIAL: low-purity gold, micro-pearls and green stones DESCRIPTION: large dangling earrings, each made with two stylized
flowers centered by green stone and embellished with micro-pearls, bear the mark 570 MEASURES: earrings 2.7 x 6h cm WEIGHT: gr
19.4

20

MATERIAL: yellow gold, rose gold, micro-pearls and granti DESCRIPTION: large curved pendent made in filigree, on one side with
flowers embellished with pearls and garnets, on the other with applied volutes, final part with faceted garnet enclosed in a ribbed
montaura filigree, with smaller garnets M ...[more]

21

MATERIAL: yellow gold and micro-pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling floral-inspired earrings, entirely embellished with micropearls, each made with flower clip and large hanging leaf, very slight defects, and similar brooch, with a flower clip from the later period,
and a pendant part a heart enti ...[more]

22

MATERIAL: yellow gold and garnets DESCRIPTION: pair of large earrings, each set with flower clips centered with a "diamond-tipped"
garnet and rounded domed rhomboidal pendant, bear the mark 750 MEASURES: cm 1.5x6.5 h WEIGHT: gr 13.9

23

MATERIAL: yellow gold and gold with a low title DESCRIPTION: semi-rigid collier embellished with nine scaramanticid pendants of
different shapes SIZES: pendants from 2 to 3 cm WEIGHT: gr 15.5

24

MATERIAL: yellow gold and rose gold DESCRIPTION: long earrings made with degradé boulle MEASURES: 2.5 x 10h cm WEIGHT: gr
29.5

25

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-titled gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: two bracelets, each made with intertwined alternating pink and
gold coral spheres, bearing the 750 mark and pair of dangling earrings with cylindrical pink coral clip and pendant always in pink coral
MEASURES: open bracelets 17 cm, ea ...[more]

26

MATERIAL: yellow gold, gold with a low title and red coral DESCRIPTION: Five scaramantical pendants in gold with a low title and red
coral carved similar, mounted in yellow oor as charms MEASURES: pendant from 2 to 2.7 cm WEIGHT: gr 11

27

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-grade gold, coral, micro-pearls and turquoise DESCRIPTION: watch chain made of interlaced links
alternated with parts imitating the fabric, with coral-like pendants in pendentives MEASURES: open chain 42 cm, pendants 4 cm, cm
3.5, 2.7 cm WEIGHT. gr 26.1 overall

28

MATERIAL: golden metal, low-titled gold and stones DESCRIPTION: necklace made with geometric-inspired sweaters alternated with
small flowers to frame a large rounded shield embellished with red stones and flowers with a pendant heart decorated with the same
motifs, a pair of similar dangling earring ...[more]

29

MATERIAL: low-purity gold, micro-pearls and turquoise DESCRIPTION: pendant brooch made like a shield, topped with volutes and
embellished with turquoise cut cabochon in the center and three microperle, pair of dangle earrings en suite MEASURES: brooch cm
3x6k, earrings cm 1.5x 5h WEIGHT: gr 11.1

30

MATERIAL: low-titled gold and red, blue and green stones DESCRIPTION: crewneck made with a double row of intertwined links,
gemetric-inspired, embellished with various-colored stones and superstitious pendants, a pair of dangling en suite earrings MEASURES:
open circle 40.5 cm , earrings 2.5x 5.5 cm ...[more]

31

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: round neck created to imitate the tape MEASURES: open cm 37 WEIGHT: gr 20.5

32

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, stones, diamonds and enamels DESCRIPTION: fifteen tie pin brooches, including two with depicted two
Moors among a garnet, some with slight defects WEIGHT: gr 25.8

33

MATERIAL: yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: collier de chien made to imitate the tape, embellished in the central part with
three trapezoidal links and brilliant cut diamonds, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 34 cm WEIGHT: diamonds ct 0.23, gr 28.9

34

MATERIAL: yellow gold and colored enamels DESCRIPTION: pair of earrings, each with clip and central part decorated with enamel
flowers in shades of pink and blue, round brooch en suite SIZES: earrings 2x4.7h cm, 2.5 cm diameter brooch WEIGHT : gr 9.3

35

MATERIAL: low title gold DESCRIPTION: watch chain made of smooth oval links alternated with engraved links MEASURES: open 45
cm WEIGHT: 23.4 gr

36

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver diamonds DESCRIPTION: ring with three old-cut diamonds framed by a shaped band with diamonds wit
wit, bears the mark 750 and 800 MEASURES: ring 13 WEIGHT: diamonds approx. 0.77 ct, 4.6 gr

37

MATERIAL: golden metal, low-titled gold, silver and various-colored stones DESCRIPTION: six rings, each embellished with stones of
various colors MEASURES: rings from 4 to 8.5 WEIGHT: gr 19.4

38

MATERIAL: low-titled gold, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: brooch, geometrically inspired, embellished with two pearls, diamond
roses alterntae with rubies and band ring with two oval-cut rubies and diamond roses on both sides MEASURES: brooch cm 6, ring 6
WEIGHT: ring diamond ct 0.50, ruby ct 0.50 ...[more]

39

MATERIAL: low-titled gold, silver, diamonds and stones roses DESCRIPTION: four rings, each inspired by flowers and embellished with
diamond roses and a pair of earrings, one with a ring and the other with green stones - 4 - 4.5 -7 WEIGHT: 17.3 gr

40

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver and diamonds DESCRIPTION: rose-centered ring with an octagonal frame embellished with old-cut
diamonds MEASURES: ring 12 WEIGHT. gr 4.5

41

MATERIAL: low-quality gold, silver, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: pendant, floral inspired, made with bow and flower
between cartouche framed with scrolls and embellished with diamond roses, coronet roses and sapphires and pair of earring earrings,
each with old cut diamonds, the latter bear t ...[more]

42

MATERIAL: low titer gold, silver, pearls and diamonds DESCRIPTION: pair of Venetian nun earrings with incornciacita pearl by two
diamond roses and ring centered by diamond old cutting between two pearls, the three bands sides with MEASURES diamond roses:
earrings cm 1.2 h, ring 10 WEIGHT: 6.5 gr

43

MATERIAL: pearls, yellow gold, silver, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: two-strand pearl necklace with rectangular firmness,
centered with emerald and embellished with rose diamonds SIZES: open 43 cm WEIGHT: pearls mm 8, gr 80.5

44

MATERIAL: pearls, yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: necklace with degradè pearls with firmness made like a flower and
embellished with diamond roses MEASURES: open 66.5 cm WEIGHT: pearls from 4 mm to 8 mm, gr 31.8

45

MATERIAL: pearls, yellow gold, silver, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: two-strand pearl necklace with rectangular firmness
centered by emerald and embellished with old-cut diamonds SIZES: open 38.5 cm WEIGHT: 8 mm pearls, approx. 1.0 ct diamonds, gr
81.2

46

MATERIAL: low-quality gold, diamonds and mother-of-pearl DESCRIPTION: two rigid bracelets, each embellished with diamond roses
and a pocket watch that can be transformed into a wristwatch thanks to a metal strap, defects MEASURES: inner diameter 6 cm
bracelets, open strap cm 17 WEIGHT: bracelets gr ...[more]

47

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver and diamonds DESCRIPTION: parure composed of brooch made as three degradè flakes, each
embellished with old-cut diamonds, pair of earrings and en suite pendant, pendant with low-title gold chain, bearing the 750 mark 800
MEASUREMENTS: brooch 2.3 x 5h cm, pendant 1.5x2 h ...[more]

48

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-titled gold and orange enamel DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a bow embellished with orange enamel
with a small pendant watch, light enamel falls, watch to be revised MEASURES: 3x4h WEIGHT: gr 11.8

49

MATERIAL: silver, low-titled gold, yellow gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: golden metal, low-titled gold and red coral bourbon brooch,
made with rectangular cabochon-cut coral, engraved with floral motifs and framed with small coral cabochons they are engraved with
different motifs and ring, English, ...[more]

50

MATERIAL: red coral and yellow gold DESCRIPTION: long necklace made with barrels in red coral, tubular firmness, shaped, in yellow
gold MEASURES: open 320 cm WEIGHT: 97.7 gr

51

MATERIAL: silver, black enamel and salmon-pink coral DESCRIPTION: ring with large oval cabochon-cut coral with black enamel frame
on an intermaente base engraved with leaf and flower spirals MEASURES: ring 6.5 WEIGHT: 11.7 g

52

MATERIAL: yellow gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings with large cut cabochon coral and similar pendent with
two cabochon corals of different sizes, bearing the mark 750 MEASURES: earrings diamtero 2 cm, pendant 1.5x4h cm WEIGHT: 18g
total

53

MATERIAL: yellow gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: semi-rigid crewneck made of double thread of small red coral spheres and
central oval plaque embellished with coral carved flowers, and pair of dangling earrings each with a rose carved in coral, bearing the
mark 750 MEASURES: closed choker dimetro 12 ...[more]

54

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and pink coral DESCRIPTION: torchionne necklace made with six strands of small pink coral
spheres, oval firmness with a cameo depicting a female profile framed with scrolls embellished with old-cut diamonds, bearing the 750
mark and a pair of red earrings, eac ...[more]

55

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-titled gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION. lot of five rings including a ring made like a snake with brilliantcut diamond eyes MEASURES: rings 7-10-16 WEIGHT: 10.2 gr

56

MATERIAL: yellow gold and salmon pink coral DESCRIPTION: rigid choker with degradé coral barrels and pair of dangling earrings en
suite MEASURES: closed round neck diameter 10.50 cm, earrings 3.7 cm WEIGHT: gr 46.2

57

MATERIAL: yellow gold and pink coral DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with small opposing volutes that frame a
cabochon-cut pink coral MEASURES: 1.7 x 3h cm WEIGHT: 14.8 gr

58

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and pink coral DESCRIPTION: necklace realized with pink coral cameos engraved with feminine and
masculine oriental profiles and wheat ears alternated with embossed gold cameos and brilliant cut diamonds, pair of dangling earrings
en suite MEASURES: open necklace 41 cm ...[more]

59

MATERIAL: yellow gold and red coral paste DESCRIPTION: high ring made with large red cabochon-cut coral on a tricot base,
embellished with opposing volutes MEASURES: ring 16 WEIGHT: 13.0 g

60

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and pink coral engraved DESCRIPTION: necklace made with three intertwined chains and three
cameos in pink coral engraved on both sides with feminine and masculine oriental and animal profiles, embellished with brilliant-cut
diamonds and baguette, pair of dangling earr ...[more]

61

MATERIALE: oro giallo DESCRIZIONE: lotto composto da un fermacravatta a barretta, un paio di gemelli di forma rettangolare
convessa ed un pendente, recano il marchio 750 MPESO: gr 21

62

MATERIAL: yellow gold and white gold DESCRIPTION: padlock with dedication in the back "12-10-1959" MEASURES: cm 2.6x 4h
WEIGHT: gr 18.2

63

MATERIAL: yellow gold and emeralds DESCRIPTION: brooch made like an oriental figure with hat, emerald eyes and long whiskers
with a ring in the mouth, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: cm 3x4 h WEIGHT: gr 17.7

64

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and sapphire DESCRIPTION: ring made with round cut sapphire embellished on the sides with
baguette-cut diamonds, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 4.5 WEIGHT: sapphire ct 3.70, diamonds ct 0.40, color H, clarity VVS, gr
5.8, complete with IGI certificate n. 46628, on ...[more]

65

MATERIALS: yellow gold, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: ring made with rectangular cut emerald embellished on the sides by
three brilliant cut diamonds, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 6 WEIGHT: emerald ct 2.70, approx. Diamonds 0.60 ct, color HI, VS
clarity , gr 6.2

66

MATERIAL: yellow gold and diamond DESCRIPTION: solitaire ring with brilliant cut diamond on a base embellished with small boulle on
the sides MEASURES: ring 8.5 WEIGHT: 1.60 ct diamond, L-M color, VVS-VS clarity, 6.8 g

67

MATERIAL: white gold and diamond DESCRIPTION: solitaire ring with emerald cut diamond mounted on high base SIZES: ring 6.5
WEIGHT: diamond ct 2.50, I color, Clarity VS, fluorescence none, stone measurements, length 9.45 mm, width 7.07 mm, gr 2.6

68

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and ruby DESCRIPTION: ring made with an oval-shaped ruby cut embellished with brilliantcut diamonds, seven on each side, bears the mark 750 and 800 SIZES: ring 6.5 WEIGHT: ruby ct 2.75, diamonds 0.80 ct, G-H color,
VVS clarity, gr 9, ruby has no evidence of ...[more]

69

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: trilogy ring with three brilliant-cut diamonds mounted with high jaws MEASURES:
ring 17 WEIGHT: central diamond 2.20 ct, color L, VS clarity, side diamonds 1.25 ct each, color J, color VVS2 other VS1, central stone
with medium fluorescence, lateral ston ...[more]

70

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION. riviere ring with fourteen brilliant cut diamonds mounted with claws SIZES: ring 8
WEIGHT: diamonds ct 1.30, I color, clarity VS, a chipped diamond, gr 3.1

71

MATERIAL: white gold, black enamel and diamond DESCRIPTION: band ring made of black enamel with rectangular cut diamond
SIZES: ring 4 WEIGHT: diamond ct 1.20, I color, Clarity VS, fluorescence none, stone measures, length 7.20 mm, width 5.57 mm, gr 9.6

72

MATERIAL: white gold and diamond DESCRIPTION: ring with old cut diamond on high base made with baccellato pattern SIZES: ring 4
WEIGHT: diamond ct 0.60, N color, clarity VS gr 9.1

73

MATERIAL: gold biacno, onyx and diamonds DESCRIPTION. ring made of brilliant cut diamond on oval base in onyx framed by two
navette-cut diamonds per side SIZES: ring 3 WEIGHT: diamonds ct 0.90, gr 3.7

74

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and onyx DESCRIPTION: millefiel necklace in onyx pearls with great firmness made of spiral entirely
embellished with brilliant cut diamonds and centered with old cut diamond, pair of clip earrings en suite, each with onyx cut cabochon
and diamond old cut, bear the mark ...[more]

75

MATERIAL: white gold and synthetic alexandrite DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings with alexandrite brilliant cut and en suite ring
MEASURES: 1 cm diameter earrings, ring 9 WEIGHT: 10.7 gr

76

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with clips of geometric
inspiration embellished with aquamarine, small diamonds, ruby and pearl pendant and a diamond cut navette ring between two old-cut
diamonds MEASURES: 2.2 cm earrings h, ring 8 WEI ...[more]

77

MATERIAL: yellow gold and turquoise DESCRIPTION: set consisting of a necklace made with intertwined links and turquoise stones
with small circles like pendants, a pair of en suite earrings, bears the 750 mark MEASUREMENTS: 36 cm open necklace, 4.3 cm
earrings h WEIGHT: gr 24.6

78

MATERIAL: yellow gold, hard stones of various colors, coral and turquoise DESCRIPTION: pair of circle ores, each embellished with
semiprecious semi-precious stones and yellow gold spheres, and another pair with turquoise and coral pendant MEASUREMENTS:
hoop earrings diameter cm 3, earrings with turq ...[more]

79

MATERIAL: low-quality gold and gilded silver, lava, shell, bone and carnelian DESCRIPTION: lot: bar brooch embellished with three
cameos depicting female faces, another brooch with diamond roses, a lorgniette with tricot frame with flowers and volute, this last with a
defect at the closure, a lens a ...[more]

80

MATERIAL: yellow gold and lapis lazuli DESCRIPTION: large necklace of ethnic inspiration made with degradé plaques in unblocked
gold alternating with lapis lazuli and a pair of en suite earrings, bearing the mark 750 MEASURES: open necklace 17 cm, earrings 2 x
4.3 cm WEIGHT: gr.

81

MATERIAL: yellow gold and micro-pearls DESCRIPTION: three pairs of hoop earrings, one of which is engraved with flowers and
another embellished with micro-pearls MEASURES: diameter from 2 cm to 4 cm WEIGHT: 13.0 g

82

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: pocket watch with yellow gold case engraved with scrolls and flower spirals, white enamel dial
with Roman numerals, douphine hands, auxiliary dial at 6 o'clock, manual winding movement, to be revised MEASURES; dial 30 mm
WEIGHT: 31.1 gr

83

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: pocket watch with double case engraved with crest on the front and CAF initials on the back,
white enamel dial with Roman numerals, piriform hands, additional dial at 6 o'clock, manual winding movement, inside the back case
bears the Tiffany & Co mark and the n ...[more]

84

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: pocket watch with a yellow gold case, golden dial with Arabic numerals, baton hands, manual
winding movement, to be reviewed MEASURES; dial 35 mm WEIGHT: 31.1 gr

85

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and ruby DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet made with ruby between brilliant cut diamonds degrade for
each side SIZES: closed inside diameter 5 cm WEIGHT: diamonds approx 1.0 ct, gr 14.9

86

MATERIAL: yellow gold, rose gold and white gold DESCRIPTION: lady's watch with yellow gold case, silver dial with Roman numerals
and applied indexes, baton hands, manual winding movement, strap made with geometric-inspired links alternated with colors of gold,
bears the mark 750 MEASURES: dial mm 20 ...[more]

87

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: lady's watch, ring with brilliant-cut diamonds, small silver dial with applied
indexes, baton hands, manual winding movement, gold strap imitating the fabric, to be reviewed MEASURES: open cm 17, dial 15 mm
WEIGHT: 32.5 gr

88

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: wristwatch with yellow gold case, ivory dial with Roman numerals alternated with applied
indexes, douphine hands, auxiliary dial at 6 o'clock, manual winding movement, strap not relevant, to be revised MEASURES: dial 34
mm

89

MATERIAL: steel and yellow gold DESCRIPTION: wristwatch with gold bezel, gray dial with gold applied indexes, baton hands, dater at
6 o'clock, manual winding movement, to be revised MEASURES: dial 32 mm

90

MATERIAL: yellow gold and onyx DESCRIPTION: lady's watch with yellow gold case, black dial with applied indexes, baton hands,
charging bezel with onyx cabochon, self-winding movement, strap made with rectangular links alternated with onyx, bears the mark 750
MEASUREMENTS: dial mm 20 WEIGHT: gr 26.0

91

MATERIAL: yellow gold, colored enamels and salmon pink coral DESCRIPTION: necklace made of small pink salmon coral barrels and
rounded, tubular, with enamels of various colors and pair of earrings with salmon pink cabochon cut, from the 1960s these bear the
mark 750 MEASURES: necklace apera 43.5 cm, ...[more]

92

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and pink coral DESCRIPTION: high ring made with pink cabochon-cut coral embellished in the
central part with brilliant-cut diamonds MEASURES: ring 16 WEIGHT: 12.6 g

93

MATERIAL: silver, yellow gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: parure composed of a two-row crew neck made with red coral boulle
alternating with sweaters made of slightly convex flowers in silver and gold, and pair of earrings in monachella en suite MEASURES:
open 41 cm WEIGHT: gr 90.7

94

MATERIAL: yellow gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: long necklace made with barrels of red coral alternating with intertwined links,
snap-hook firmness, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 192 cm WEIGHT: 123.5 gr

95

MATERIAL: red coral and yellow gold DESCRIPTION: red coral necklace with degradè barrels, yellow gold firmness centered with oval
cabochon cut coral bearing the mark 750 MEASURES: open 69.5 cm WEIGHT: gr.

96

MATERIAL: red coral, yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: two-row necklace made with degradé red coral beads, yellow gold
firmness, red cabochon cut coral and diamond roses MEASURES: open 60 cm WEIGHT: 87.8 gr

97

MATERIAL: silver DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet centered by painted miniature depicting winged putto, to hide openable compartment,
silver bracelet worked to niello to form stylized floral motifs, bears a perhaps French punch, of difficulty reading MEASURES: inner
diameter 6 WEIGHT: gr 45.8

98

MATERIAL: yellow gold, lava cameos and brown glass DESCRIPTION: particular necklace made with two rows of glass degraded
pearls alternating with small gold rings, two lava cameos on the sides depicting female faces and braided sweaters MEASURES: open
cm WEIGHT : 103.8 gr

99

MATERIAL: shell and gilded silver DESCRIPTION: brooch made with a cameo depicting a woman's profile in classic dresses within
opposing filigree scrolls MEASURES: 3.7x4.2 h WEIGHT: 10.4 g

100

MATERIAL: coated in yellow gold DESCRIPTION: small box with cover centered oval with gallant scene framed by garlands of
acanthus leaves and fantastic animals, the back engraved with motifs in a herringbone pattern, bears the mark 18 kr SIZE: cm 7,5x5,
5x1,2 h WEIGHT: 68.2 gr

101

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, turquoise and blue, red and white enamels DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings each made with a
circular clip, a shaped band between small cordons, a scarab between two leaves on a semicircle base with side leaves embellished
with enamels in the tones of red, blue an ...[more]

102

MATERIAL: yellow gold and enamels in shades of green, blue, white and yellow DESCRIPTION: necklace made with intertwined double
links embellished with embossed parts with opposing volutes, shaped central plate surmounted by a shell and painted by a gig with
enamels of various colors , long pendant w ...[more]

103

MATERIAL: low gold and micro-pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of earrings, each made with a slightly convex body and engraved with
flowers, with hanging micro-pearls, bearing punches that are difficult to read.

104

MATERIAL: gold with low titre and micromasaic DESCRIPTION: pair of ear-ring earrings, each oval shaped centered by micromosaic
depicting flowers in shades of pink, green and blue, with gold band engraved with flowers and leaves MEASURES: 2.3x cm 3.4 h
WEIGHT: gr 7.4

105

MATERIAL: low-titled gold and red stones DESCRIPTION: pair of pendants, each made like a shaped scroll surmounted by a ribbon
embellished with white enamel and flower-centered, en suite pendant MEASURES: 5.2 cm earrings, 3x 6h cm pendant 9.3

106

MATERIAL. low-title gold, silver, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with floral-inspired clip
embellished with old-cut diamonds and sapphire briolette-cut pendant MEASURES. cm 4 h WEIGHT: 7.7 gr

107

MATERIAL. low title gold, silver, sapphires and diamonds DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a crescent entirely embellished with old cut
diamonds, sapphires and coroné roses MEASURES: 4x4 cm WEIGHT: 0.80 ct sapphires, 2.80 ct diamonds, 12.6 gr

108

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphire DESCRIPTION: trilogy ring made with a cushion-cut diamond between du sapphires
SIZES: ring 14 WEIGHT: 0.60 ct diamond, H color, SI clarity, 1.0 ct sapphires, 4.6 gr

109

MATERIAL: platinum, yellow gold, diamonds and emeralds DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with a clipped tricot,
geometrically inspired, entirely embellished with old-cut diamonds and a rectangular cut emerald pendant MEASURES: 1 x 3.2 cm h
WEIGHT: 6.6 gr

110

MATERIAL: low-quality gold, silver and diamonds DESCRIPTION: important brooch made like a bunch of flowers with ears of wheat,
entirely embellished with old-cut diamonds, cushion cut and roses, bears the French gold punch MEASURES; cm 7.5x7.5 h WEIGHT:
diamonds about 10 ct, gr 47.6

111

MATERIAL: metal DESCRIPTION: tiara made of metal worked in imitation of the diamond, of floral inspiration, centered by a large
flower among the smallest flowers MEASURES: diameter 12.5 cm WEIGHT: gr. 38.5

112

MATERIAL: gold with low title, silver, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: diamond-shaped brooch, floral inspiration, made in tricot,
centered with emerald and entirely embellished with old-cut diamonds and diamond roses MEASURES: 4.7 x 2.2 cm WEIGHT: gr 9.0

113

MATERIAL: 14 kt gold, silver, diamonds, emeralds and rubies DESCRIPTION: large brooch made like a phoenix with an eye in ruby and
entirely embellished with diamond and emerald roses MEASUREMENTS: 9.5x7 cm WEIGHT: diamonds 2.40 ct, gr 21.0

114

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: daisy ring with square-cut emerald framed with old-cut
diamonds arranged in two rows, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 6.5 WEIGHT: emerald ct 1.60, diamonds ct 1.80, color HI , VS
purity, 7.8 g

115

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and pearl DESCRIPTION: daisy ring with a pearl center framed by brilliant-cut diamonds, bearing the
mark 750 MEASURES: ring 4.5 WEIGHT: pearl 9 mm, diamonds 0.60 ct, color H, clarity VS, 5.1 gr

116

MATERIAL: white gold, natural pearls and diamonds DESCRIPTION: bracelet made with four strands in small natural pearls alternating
with bars in gold engraved with volutes, great firmness in flower entirely embellished with old-cut diamonds and roses MEASURES:
open cm15 WEIGHT: gr 28.5

117

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamond roses and pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with two pearls framed with
diamond roses in the clip and two bars embellished with diamond roses and pendant pearls MEASURES: earrings cm 1.5x 4.5 h
WEIGHT: 15.7 gr

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, diamonds and natural Burmese rubies DESCRIPTION: half-moon brooch entirely embellished with
118

Burmese oval-cut rubies framed with old-cut diamonds MEASURES: cm 3.4 h WEIGHT: natural Burmese rubies approx. n. 78137-37 of
10.01.2018, gr 6.8

119

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: bracelet made with eight plates shaped like flowers, each
centered by ruby and embellished with old-cut diamonds, plates joined together by two meshes with old-cut diaries WEIGHT: 24.1 gr

120

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings made like flowers, each centered by ruby
and embellished with old-cut diamonds MEASURES: diameter 2 cm WEIGHT: gr 9.3

121

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and turquoise DESCRIPTION: pair of aclips oval-shaped earrings centered by cabochon-cut
turquoise framed with diamond roses, bearing the 750 mark MEASUREMENTS: earrings 1.7x2 cm WEIGHT: 13 gr

122

MATERIAL: white gold, silver, diamonds and turquoise DESCRIPTION: floral-inspired brooch, knitted, centered by oval cabochon cut
turquoise and entirely embellished with diamond roses MEASURES: 5x3h cm WEIGHT: 13.4 gr

123

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: cushion ring made with brilliant cut diamond embellished with
diamond roses and small baguette cut sapphires, engraved inside 23-1-49 MEASURES: ring 10 WEIGHT: 4.5 gr

124

MATERIAL: low-key gold, diamonds and pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of earring earrings, clip with rose diamond and circular pendant
centered by pearl framed with diamond roses SIZES: 1.5x2 cm H WEIGHT: 6 mm pearls, gr 5.3

125

MATERIAL: white gold and diamond DESCRIPTION: solitaire ring with old cut diamond on high white gold base, bears the mark 750
MEASURES: ring 10.5 WEIGHT: diamond ct 1.70, color K, SI clarity, gr 8.4

126

MATERIAL: in platinum, diamonds and natural pearl DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a stylized arrow with natural pearl embellished
with old-cut diamonds that we find in the final part MEASUREMENTS: cm 6.2 WEIGHT: pearl mm 10.1-10.2x8.3 accompanied by
certificate Gemmological Certification Service n. 78 ...[more]

127

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION. ring made with rectangular cut diamond on a high base with side scrolls and
small diamond roses MEASURES: ring 5.5 WEIGHT: diamond ct 1.0, gr 5.2

128

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and opal DESCRIPTION: ring made with an opal-cut opal in the center framed with old-cut diamonds
MEASURES: ring 9.5 WEIGHT: 5.1 gr

129

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: flowered ring with oval cabochon cut sapphire embellished, in each
petal, with old-cut diamond MEASURES: ring 6 WEIGHT: sapphire ct 3.20, diamonds ct 2.20, gr 13.3

130

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, pearls and diamonds DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a star entirely embellished with cushion-cut and
old-cut diamonds, with four pearls on the sides, missing a diamond MEASURES: 4.5x4.5 cm WEIGHT: approx. 2 ct diamonds , color I,
clarity VS, 18.4 gr

131

MATERIAL: yellow gold, rubies and diamonds DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet made like a two-headed snake, each one entirely
embellished with small rubies and coronet diamond roses, torchionne body, bears three punches, that of Alexandra of Egypt, the
Egyptian brand gold and one with the letter O MEASURES ...[more]

132

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: star brooch made with emerald cabochon cut center with rays entirely
embellished with old cut diamonds and coronet roses SIZES: diameter 4 cm WEIGHT: gr 9.8

133

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: watch chain made of intertwined intertwined links and another with intertwined rectangular links
MEASURES: open 51 and 34 cm WEIGHT: 16.4 gr

134

MATERIAL: yellow gold and amethyst DESCRIPTION: parure composed of a large brooch made like a cross centered and embellished
with square cut amethysts alternating with lilies, with three pendants, each one executed as a capital with amethyst in the final part , and
pair of pendent earrings en suite ...[more]

135

MATERIAL: 14 kt gold and purple quartz DESCRIPTION: pair of cufflinks, each rectangular in shape embellished with purple quartz,
bear the 14 kt mark MEASUREMENTS: 1.3 x 1.5 cm WEIGHT: 11.6 g

136

MATERIAL: 14 kt yellow gold, diamonds DESCRIPTION: ring and tie clip made like dark brown and monkey's head, each embellished
with diamond roses MEASURES: ring 11, tie-bar cm 8.2 WEIGHT: gr 13.9

137

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and natural pearls DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a bar embellished with natural pearls
alternating with diamond roses MEASUREMENTS: 6.5 cm WEIGHT: pearls from 3.40 mm to 4.50 mm with certificate from the National
Gemological Institute, Rome n. 20649 of 06.04.2015, gr ...[more]

138

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, micro-pearls and red stones DESCRIPTION: two tie-clips, one with crown and lily and another with dove
and crescent MEASURES: length 9 cm and 6.3 cm WEIGHT: 6.2 gr

139

MATERIAL: rose gold, white gold, diamonds and opal DESCRIPTION: bridge ring with high gold base on which rests a boneembellished part with opal and diamond roses, bears the mark 375 MEASURES: ring 17 WEIGHT: 13.0 g

140

MATERIAL: yellow gold and tortoise DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings with large tortoiseshell drops with three hearts in yellow
gold applied MEASURES: 4.2 WEIGHT: 4.6 gr

141

MATERIAL: 14 kt gold and shell cameo DESCRIPTION: brooch with large oval cameo depicting the profile of an old woman with a gold
frame, bears the 14 kt mark MEASURES: 3.3 x 5 h WEIGHT: 10.2 g

142

MATERIAL: yellow gold and garnet DESCRIPTION: cross entirely embellished with garnets, bears the 750 mark MEASUREMENTS: 2.5
x 4.3 cm WEIGHT: 4.4 g

143

MATERIAL: yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: watch bracelet made with flower embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds on a
radial gold base, which can be opened, to hide a watch with a Rolex signed dial, gold double cord bracelet also embellished with four
diamonds for side, case with rolex emblem ...[more]

144

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds and ruby DESCRIPTION: ring made with ruby framed by three brilliant-cut diamonds per side
MEASURES: ring 9 WEIGHT: ruby ct 1.10, diamonds ct 1.24, color G-H, clarity VVS-VS, gr 6.2

145

MATERIAL: 14 kt yellow gold and rubies DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings, each circular in shape entirely embellished with oval
cabochon cut rubies, bear the 14 kt mark, natural rubies with inclusions visible to the naked eye MEASURES: 2 cm diameter WEIGHT:
15.9 g

146

MATERIAL: rose gold, white gold, diamonds and synthetic red stones DESCRIPTION: high rose gold bracelet with scales, each
embellished with synthetic red stones, large geometric-inspired clasp embellished with wit wit cut diamonds, brilliant cut diamonds and
cut rubies cabochon MEASURES: open 20 cm W ...[more]

147

MATERIAL: yellow gold, rose gold, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: clip made like a fan embellished with old-cut diamonds and six
rubies with oval cabochon cut MEASURES: 5.5x5 cm WEIGHT: rubies 5.5 ct, diamonds 0.60 ct H, VS clarity, 27.9 gr

148

MATERIAL: 14 kt yellow and pink gold DESCRIPTION: choker made with gold links arranged in a fishbone with alternating colors, bears
the 14 kt mark MEASURES: open round neck 39 cm WEIGHT: 96 gr

149

MATERIAL: yellow gold, quartz and diamonds DESCRIPTION: brooch with large quartz with noble emblem engraved and enclosed in
gold leaf with diamonds MEASURES: 4 x 6.8 WEIGHT: gr 35.1

150

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: high bracelet made with double row of arched links, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open cm
19.5 WEIGHT: gr 31.8

151

MATERIAL: yellow gold, sapphires, rubies and pearls DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet made of tricot with large leaves in satin gold
embellished with small rubies and sapphires and pearls MEASURES: inner diameter 6 cm WEIGHT. g 53.1

152

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: brooch made as a stylized bow embellished with old-cut diamonds
and framed with degrade-cut oval-cut sapphires, bearing the mark 750 MEASURES: diameter 4.4 cm WEIGHT: 24.3 gr

153

MATERIAL: pink gold, yellow gold and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: bracelet made with intertwined convex rectangular mesh to
semicircle mesh, alternating with large emerald-cut aquamarine, bears the mark 18 kt MEASURES: open cm 16.5 WEIGHT: 32.4 gr

154

MATERIAL: yellow gold, gold biacno and diamonds DESCRIPTION: floral inspired ring with brilliant cut diamonds arranged on a
particular base made of four parts, each with torchionne MEASURES: ring 15 WEIGHT: gr14

155

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, diamonds and turquoise DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a large flower with a cabochon cut
turquoise in the center framed by spirally arranged petals, each with a brilliant cut diamond, bears the mark Italy 750 cm MEASURES:
brooch diameter 4 cm WEIGHT: 21.8 gr

156

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, ruby, diamonds and turquoise DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a parrot with an eye in ruby, body
embellished with old cut diamonds and turquoise cabochon cut, bears the mark 750 MEASURES. cm 3x4h WEIGHT: gr 9.4

157

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, amber-colored enamel and diamonds DESCRIPTION: cover set with a pair of floral-inspired
earrings, each made like a lance-shaped leaf embellished with amber-colored enamel and brilliant-cut diamonds and wit wit, ring and
clip en suite the latter bears the mark 750 M ...[more]

158

MATERIAL: yellow gold, green and black enamels, diamonds and emeralds DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings made like a flower,
each with a cabochon-cut emerald in the center framed by wit wit-cut diamonds between three bands of petals in green and red black,
bear the trademark 750, slight falls to ...[more]

159

MATERIAL: low-titled gold, silver, black enamel, green stone and diamonds DESCRIPTION: bridge ring with high rectangular base in
wrought gold and black enamel on which rests a part in malachite embellished with old-cut pavé diamonds, bearing the 375 mark 925
MEASURES: ring 15 WEIGHT: 17.7 gr

160

MATERIAL: yellow gold, low-titled gold, diamonds and enamels in shades of green, blue and red DESCRIPTION: large brooch made as
a female figure with large wings embellished with enamels of various colors and old-cut diamonds, accompanied by intertwined chain in
yellow gold that turns it into a round ...[more]

161

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: ring made with oval cut cabochon sapphires arranged in
three rows, for each side three small flowers embellished with baguette-cut and old-cut diamonds MEASURES: ring 17 WEIGHT:
diamonds 0.40 ct, gr 12.1

162

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds, sapphires and emeralds DESCRIPTION: brooch made like a bouquet of flowers embellished with
sapphires and emeralds, high lance-shaped leaves joined with ribbon embellished with old-cut diamonds MEASURES: 4.5 x 5.7 cm
WEIGHT: 14.7 gr

163

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: brooch made as a large bouquet of flowers, entirely embellished with
brilliant-cut diamonds and sapphires, stylized bow with baguette-cut diamonds MEASURES: cm 5x7.5 WEIGHT: diamonds ct 4.0 about,
sapphires ct 2.50, gr 24.5

164

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: band ring made with twelve brilliant cut diamonds arranged in rows of three, on a
band embellished with wit wit diamonds, engraved with Platinum MEASURES: ring 7.5 WEIGHT: diamonds 2.15 ct, color GH, clarity VS
, gr 15

165

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds, sapphires and pearls DESCRIPTION: set composed of a pair of earrings, each made like a large
flower, centered by pearl and embellished with sapphires of various cuts and brilliant-cut diamonds, en suite brooch with old-cut
diamonds MEASURES: 3 cm diameter earrings, 4 ...[more]

166

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphire DESCRIPTION: ring made with oval cut sapphire embellished with six brilliant-cut
diamonds arranged in a pyramid fashion on each side MEASURES: ring 8.5 WEIGHT: 5.1 gr

167

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds, pearls and emeralds DESCRIPTION: brooch made with three square-cut emeralds and pearls
framed with brilliant-cut diamonds arranged to form a geometric pattern MEASURES: length 7.8 cm WEIGHT: 18.5 gr

168

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: shield ring with an oval cut emerald framed with old-cut diamonds
MEASURES: ring 9 WEIGHT: diamonds ct 1.30, color H-G, SI clarity, a broken diamond, gr 23.6

169

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphire DESCRIPTION: daisy ring with a central oval cut sapphire embellished with old-cut
diamonds MEASURES: ring 10 WEIGHT: sapphire approx 0.90 ct, 1.0 ct diamonds, H color, SI clarity, 5.4 gr

170

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphire DESCRIPTION: ring with an oval cut sapphire in the center framed by brilliant cut
diamonds and baguettes MEASURES. ring 18 WEIGHT: 2.40 ct sapphire, 1.80 ct diamonds, G color, VS clarity, 6.0 gr

171

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: hexagonal shaped ring made with a brilliant cut diamond in the center framed by
eight smaller brilliant cut diamonds MEASURES: ring 26 WEIGHT: central diamond ct 0.65, lateral ct 0.80, color I , VS clarity, gr 9.8

172

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and natural Ceylon sapphire DESCRIPTION: ring with a central cushion-cut sapphire framed with ten
brilliant-cut diamonds, bears the 18 kt mark MEASURES: ring 6.5 WEIGHT: natural sapphire ct 6.40, accompanied by a certificate
Gemmological Certification Services . 78160- ...[more]

173

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: necklace made with interwoven links embellished with twenty-six
brilliant-cut diamonds and twelve irregularly cut sapphires, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 67 cm WEIGHT: diamonds approx.
0.60 ct, gr 18.9

174

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and natural Ceylon sapphire DESCRIPTION: ring with a central oval cut sapphire embellished with
asymmetrically arranged baguette cut diamonds MEASURES: ring 6 WEIGHT: natural sapphire ct 2.90, complete with IGI Milano
certificate n. 46629 of 07.03.2019, 8.29 gr

175

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and tahitian pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of clips made like a flower, each centered by Tahiti pearl and
embellished with large petals with diamonds pavè, convertible into pair of earrings, bear the mark 750 MEASURES: 2.5 cm diameter
clips WEIGHT: tahit pearl mm 11, diamon ...[more]

176

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and tanzanite DESCRIPTION: high ring with oval cut tanzanite mounted on a high base entirely
embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds that continue also on the ring, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 6.5 WEIGHT: tanzanite ct
19, diamonds ct 1.3 , about, 13.1 gr

177

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: high bracelet made with three rows of interlaced arched links and entirely
embellished with brilliant cut diamonds and baguette cut, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 18 cm WEIGHT: diamonds ct 35, color
H, clarity VS-SI, gr 48.9

178

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: pair of hanging earrings, each made with leaf clip supporting a
finger embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds with rhomboidal pendant centered by aquamarine fantasy cut framed by brilliant-cut
diamonds MEASURES: cm 2x7.5 WEIGHT : diamonds ...[more]

179

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: important "Tie" necklace made with large drop-shaped links, each
centered by a drop-cut aquamarine embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds, in the center double pendant also with oval links, each
centered by aquamarine , framed with brillian ...[more]

180

MATERIAL: ro yellow, white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: high contrasting ring entirely embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds,
bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 7 WEIGHT: diamonds ct 5.0, gr 31.7

181

MATERIAL: white gold and mabe pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings, each made with pearl mabè framed by a white gold
band MEASUREMENTS: diameter 1.7 cm WEIGHT: 17.9 gr

182

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: floral-inspired collier with large tricot-knit leaves in the center and embellished
with brilliant-cut diamonds that continue on the sides on the braid pattern SIZES: open 48.5 cm WEIGHT: diamonds ct 2.50, H color,
clarity VS, gr 47.2

183

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made like a rose entirely embellished with
brilliant-cut diamonds and en suite ring, bears the 750 mark

184

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: hoop earrings embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds in the front part
MEASURES: 4.5 cm h, 3.3 cm diameter WEIGHT: 11.8 g

185

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: necklace made of round degassed rounded meshes embellished, in the central
part, with brilliant-cut diamonds and diamond-centered as pendant, bearing the mark 750 MEASURES: open 42 cm WEIGHT: central
diamond 0.50 ct, color G , clarity SI1, lateral diamo ...[more]

186

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: riviere ring made with old-cut diamonds alternating with baguette-cut diamonds,
bears the mark 750 MEASUREMENTS: ring 10 WEIGHT: diamonds 1.0, color H, clarity VS, gr

187

MATERIALS: white gold, diamonds and brown diamonds DESCRIPTION: bracelet made of bar-shaped links embellished with small
brilliants alternating with knitted sweaters, each with a brilliant-cut brown diamond MEASURES: open cm 18.2 WEIGHT: fancy diamond
ct 0.80, diamond ct 0.36, gr 20.3

188

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: pendant made with brilliant cut diamond framed by two circular links entirely
embellished with brilliant cut diamonds, accompanied by a white gold chain with intertwined links, bears the mark 750 MEASURES:
diameter 2.1 cm pendant, chain open cm 42 WEIGH ...[more]

189

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and cultured pearls DESCRIPTION: pair of clip-on earrings, each centered with pearl and framed with
brilliant-cut diamonds, bear the 750 mark MEASUREMENTS: diameter 1.3 cm WEIGHT: pearls 7 mm, 11.6 gr

190

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: band ring made with two rows of brilliant-cut diamonds arranged in a crosswise
arrangement MEASURES: ring 14 WEIGHT: diamonds approx. 0.70 ct, 5.7 g

191

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds, emeralds and sapphire DESCRIPTION: bridge ring made with a high base centered in oval
cabochon cut sapphire, framed with diamond-cut pavè and carré-cut emeralds on one side MEASURES: ring 15 WEIGHT: sapphire ct
3.70, diamonds ct 1.50, color G, clarity VS, 15.4 gr

192

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: ring riviere made with five brilliant cut diamonds, bears the mark 750
MEASURES: ring 12 WEIGHT: diamonds ct 1.45, gr 4.4

193

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: trilogy ring with three brilliant cut diamonds, bears the 750 mark and a solitaire
ring with brilliant cut diamond SIZES: trilogy ring 6.5, solitaire ring 7 WEIGHT: approx. 0.80 ct. Total diamonds, gr 5.3

194

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and quartz of different colors DESCRIPTION: bracelet made with twelve circular links, each
embellished with colored quartz and framed with brilliant-cut diamonds alternating with small rectangular links with brilliant-cut diamonds

195

MATERIAL: gold biacno and diamonds DESCRIPTION: ring with brilliant cut diamond framed with smaller diamonds, bears the mark
750 MEASURES: ring 6.5 WEIGHT: central diamond ct 0.25 approx, diamonds of contour ct 0.20, gr 4.8

196

MATERIAL: pearls, gold pearls, tahitian and white gold DESCRIPTION: choker made with alternating pearls, gold pearls and tahitian
pearls with firmness, executed as a white gold boulle, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 43.5 cm WEIGHT: gr 66.0

197

DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with a clip embellished with pavé diamonds and pearl scaramazza pendant
MEASURES: length 3.3 cm WEIGHT: pearls 13 and 14 mm, weight 18.4 g

198

MATERIAL: Australian pearls and white gold DESCRIPTION: Australian pearls necklace firmly made like a white gold boulle, bears the
mark 750 MEASURES: open 40.5 cm WEIGHT: pearls 12 mm to 14, 87.6 g

199

MATERIAL: cultured pearls and gold biaco DESCRIPTION: long strand of pearls cultivated with firmness made like a boulle in satin
white gold, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 97.5 cm WEIGHT: diameter of pearls 6 mm, 48.5 gr

200

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, diamonds and scaramazze pearls DESCRIPTION: parure composed of a pair of clip-on earrings,
each made with scaramazza pearl embellished with two lance-shaped leaves with diamonds, and ring en suite, bears the mark 750
MEASURES: earrings diameter cm1.2, ring 24 WEIGH ...[more]

201

MATERIAL: yellow gold, cultured pearl and diamond DESCRIPTION: Three-wire necklace pearls firmly in yellow gold made as two large
acanthus leaves centered by brilliant-cut diamond, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: Open Length 45 cm WEIGHT: 93 gr, 7

202

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: riviere ring made with five brilliant-cut diamonds MEASURES: ring 5.5 WEIGHT:
0.90 ct diamonds, H color, VS clarity, 3.7 gr

203

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: opposing ring made with two brilliant-cut diamonds mounted with jaws
MEASURES: ring 22 WEIGHT: overall approx. 1.20 ct, 2.4 g

204

MATERIAL: white gold and diamond DESCRIPTION: solitaire ring with brilliant-cut diamond on high base MEASURES: ring 17
WEIGHT: diamond ct 1.0 color H, SI clarity, 2.6 gr

205

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: riviere ring made with six brilliant cut diamonds SIZES: ring 11 WEIGHT:
diamonds ct 1.20, gr 4.3

206

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: long necklace made of interlaced links alternated with faceted diamonds, bears
the mark 750 MEASURES: open 102 cm WEIGHT: diamonds approx 10.50 ct, gr 8.0

207

MATERIAL: white gold and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: ring made with large rectangular cut aquamarine on high white gold base
SIZES: ring 5 WEIGHT: aquamarine ct 11.50 approximately, gr 7.7

208

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold, diamonds and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet made with rectangular cut aquamarine
between two volutes embellished with diamonds cut MEASURES: closed cm 6 WEIGHT: gr 21.5

209

MATERIAL: yellow gold, green and blue enamel, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: pendant brooch made like a fish, with ruby and
diamond eye and body entirely embellished with enamels in shades of green and blue, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: 5.5 cm x 3h
WEIGHT: 19.4 gr

210

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and cultured pearl DESCRIPTION: band ring with a cultivated pearl at the center embellished on the
sides with brilliant-cut diamonds MEASURES: ring 15 WEIGHT: pearl mm 8, diamonds ct 0.15, gr 8.8

211

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: ring made with curb links embellished with small diamonds and
another smaller one MEASURES: ring 15 and 10 WEIGHT: 13.2 gr

212

MATERIAL: yellow gold, sapphires and diamonds DESCRIPTION: necklace made with woven mesh, in the central part sapphires
alternating with navette-cut diamonds MEASURES: open length 42 cm WEIGHT: 0.20 ct, 78 g

213

MATERIAL: yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: pair of light point earrings, each with brilliant cut diamond, in square base
SIZES: 0.4x0.4 mm WEIGHT: 0.40 ct diamonds in total, H color, VS clarity, 1.8 gr

214

MATERIAL: gold with low title, silver and diamonds DESCRIPTION: ring made like a tortoise en tremblant, entirely embellished with
diamond roses MEASURES: ring 6 WEIGHT: gr 19.1

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds, rubies and sapphires DESCRIPTION: bracelet made in imitation of the fabric with a honeycomb
215

216

pattern and applied panther head, sliding, embellished with diamonds, rubies and sapphires, bearing the mark 750 MEASURES: open
16.5 cm WEIGHT: 58.4 gr

MATERIAL: yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: necklace made like a belt with buckle embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds,
signed Vannini, bears the mark 750 MEASURE: open 42 cm WEIGHT: 91.4 gr

217

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and emerald DESCRIPTION: bridge ring with an octagon cut emerald between two crescent-cut
diamonds, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 9 WEIGHT: approximately 2.40 ct emerald, 0.50 ct diamonds, color H, clarity VS 13

218

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds, sapphires and rubies DESCRIPTION: brooch en tremblant performed as a flowery branch with each
flower embellished with diamonds, sapphires or rubies, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: brooch 3.5x6.5h cm WEIGHT. gr 15.4

219

MATERIAL: yellow gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: slightly rounded band ring with two brilliant cut diamonds in the center, bears the
mark 750 MEASURES: ring 7.5 WEIGHT: diamonds respectively 0.30 ct, color G, VS clarity and ct 0.37, color G, SI clarity , gr 13.4

220

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: rigid bracial with embellished insert with carrè cut rubies and two
brilliant-cut diamonds, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: internal diameter 5.5 cm WEIGHT: 18.0 gr

221

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION: ring made with diamond cut navette framed by four baguette cut rubies,
three brilliant-cut diamonds on each side, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 17 WEIGHT: 4.4 gr

222

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and sapphires DESCRIPTION: rigid bracial with insert embellished with carré cut sapphires and two
brilliant cut diamonds, bears the mark 750 MEASUREMENTS: internal diameter 5.5 cm WEIGHT: 18.3 gr

223

MATERIAL: yellow gold, black enamel and blue quartz DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with trapezoidal clip
embellished with black enamel and blue quartz and large drop pendant in gold, slightly domed, signed La Nouvelle Bague, bear the 750
MISUE mark: 2.3 x 5.4 h WEIGHT: 23.8 gr

224

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and quartz of various colors DESCRIPTION: pendant brooch made like a bouquet of flowers entirely
embellished with quartz of various colors oval cabochon cut and bow with brilliant cut diamonds MEASURES. brooch 3 x 4.3 h weight
WEIGHT: 13.3 gr

225

MATERIAL: rose gold and purple quartz DESCRIPTION: ring made with large rectangular briolette cut quartz mounted on high jaws,
bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 13 WEIGHT: 11.8 g

226

MATERIAL: yellow gold and colored quartz DESCRIPTION: ring made with a stylized lozenge with large square cut blue quartz and
other three smaller ones in shades of green, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ring 7.5 WEIGHT: gr 8.3

227

MATERIAL: Yellow gold low titer and Quartz DESCRIPTION: pair of geometric inspiration earrings, each embellished with blue
trapezoidal cut Quartz, bear the mark 500 MEASURES: 2x6h cm WEIGHT: 5.4

228

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and aquamarine DESCRIPTION: ring, of geometric inspiration, made with oavle cut aquamarine in
the center embellished with trapezoidal cut diamonds on one side and with three carré cut diamonds and one diamond cut on the other,
soft knit ring, unique piece, signed Gio ...[more]

229

MATERIAL: yellow gold, pearls and pink coral DESCRIPTION: necklace made with two chains in interwoven gold links embellished with
pearls and alternated with parts of pink coral left rough, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 52.5 cm WEIGHT: 97.3 gr

230

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: pendant made like a domed heart surmounted by an X motif
embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds, bearing the 750 mark, accompanied by a fabric necklace with firm yellow gold. : 15.3 gr

231

MATERIAL: yellow gold, horn and red coral DESCRIPTION: long necklace made with intertwined links alternated with cylinders in red
coral and black and red horn, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: open 73 cm WEIGHT: 46.7 gr

232

MATERIAL: yellow gold and pink coral cut into the heart DESCRIZIOEN: necklace made with intertwined knitwear entirely embellished
with pink corals cut like a heart, as a pendant MEASURES: open 47 cm WEIGHT: 23.1 gr

233

MATERIAL: yellow gold and red coral DESCRIPTION: pair of dangling earrings, each made with gold clip centered by red coral oval cut,
cartouche with drop pendant in red coral briolette MEASURES: cm 1.4x5h WEIGHT: gr 8.5

234

MATERIAL: yellow gold, silver, diamonds, semi-precious stones and orange red coral DESCRIPTION: large ring made of cabochon-cut
coral framed with semi-precious stones of various colors and cuts alternated with diamond roses MEASURES: ring 7.5 WEIGHT: 20.4
gr

235

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and smoky quartz DESCRIPTION: large pendant made as a heart entirely embellished with smoky
quartz of various cuts and brilliant-cut diamonds, accompanied by a low-titled gold chain MEASURES: heart 7x7 cm WEIGHT: 25.3 gr

236

MATERIAL: white gold and quartz of various colors DESCRIPTION: pendant made with quartz of various colors and various cuts,
arranged in two rows and with two hanging briolette drops, bears the 750 mark MEASUREMENTS: cm 1.8 x7 h WEIGHT: gr 12.0

237

MATERIAL: yellow gold and semi-precious stones of various colors DESCRIPTION: long necklace made of intertwined links
embellished with quartz of various colors briolette, pair of dangling earrings en suite, bear the mark 750 MEASURES: open necklace 88
cm, earrings cm 4.3 h WEIGHT: 43.7 gr

238

MATERIAL: yellow gold, white gold and green and red stones DESCRIPTION: rigid bracelet, with a floral inspiration, with a pearl
between two large lance-shaped leaves and made of tricot, embellished with green and red stones MEASURES: closed internal
diameter 5 cm WEIGHT: 67.3 gr

239

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds and rubies DESCRIPTION. pair of earrings made like a cornucopia, each embellished with brilliantcut diamonds and centered with cabochon-cut ruby MEASURES: 2 x 3 cm WEIGHT: 2.40 ct diamonds, G color, VS clarity and rubies
3.50 ct, 29.2 g

240

MATERIAL: yellow gold, diamonds, sapphires, rubies and emerald DESCRIPTION: necklace made with spherical, rounded and
degraded links in yellow gold, at the center the largest link is centered by emerald cabochon framed with brilliant-cut diamonds and
another two on the side with ruby and sapphire ME ...[more]

241

MATERIAL: white gold, diamonds and brown pearl DESCRIPTION: ring made with a brown pearl in the center on a shaped base
embellished with brilliant cut diamonds SIZES: ring 9 WEIGHT: pearl 9 mm, diamonds approx 1.80 ct, gr 6.8

242

MATERIAL: yellow gold, hard stones of various colors and resin DESCRIPTION: necklace made with engraved and intertwined links
with a central part embellished with three squares in engraved amber alternating with charms, always square in shape, of various hard
stones, bears the mark 750 MEASURES: ope ...[more]

243

MATERIAL: yellow gold, carnelian and jasper DESCRIPTION: pair of cufflinks made with carnelian and diapro incised with a warrior
figure, signed Fratelli Piccini, bearing the 750 mark, accompanied by original box MEASURES: hard stones 1.5x1.7h cm, length 2.3 cm
WEIGHT: 18.8 g

244

MATERIAL: yellow gold and green agate DESCRIPTION: pair of cufflinks made of green agate spheres, complete with box
MEASURES. sphere diameter 10 mm, length 2 cm WEIGHT: 5.3 gr

245

MATERIAL: yellow gold, bone and green glass DESCRIPTION: pair of oval cufflinks made of bone embellished with green glass
MEASURES: bone 1.3x1.5h cm, length 2 cm WEIGHT: 6.2 gr

246

MATERIAL: yellow gold, yellow glass and resin DESCRIPTION: pair of cufflinks made like a monkey's head, bear the mark 750
MEASURES: monkey head 1 x 1.5h, length 4 cm WEIGHT: 10.5 gr

247

MATERIAL: gold biacno DESCRIPTION: pair of cufflinks with Bulgari engraved, signed Bulgari, bear the 750MISURE mark: diameter
1.6 cm, length 2 cm, accompanied by original box WEIGHT: 17.7 gr

248

MATERIAL: white gold and ancient coins DESCRIPTION: pair of cufflinks made with two ancient coins, bearing the amrchio 750
MEASURES: coins diameter cm 1, length cm 2.3 WEIGHT: gr 9.3

249

MATERIAL: white gold DESCRIPTION: frac watch with smooth ring, silver dial with applied indexes, baton hands, manual winding
movement, to be reviewed MEASURES: dial mm 39 WEIGHT: gr.

250

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: pocket watch, dial in yellow gold engraved radially with opposing volutes, Roman numerals in
yellow gold, piriform hands, manual winding movement, with intertwined chain and key, to be revised MEASURES: dial mm 43
WEIGHT: 66.6 gr

251

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: chronometer pocket watch with double case in smooth gold, winding crown at 3 o'clock,
enamel dial with hours in Arabic numerals, auxiliary dial for seconds at 6 o'clock, manual winding movement, to be revised MEASURES
: dial 55 mm WEIGHT: 117.5 gr

252

MATERIAL: gilded metal DESCRIPTION: frac watch with smooth bezel, ivory dial with applied indexes, baton hands, manual winding
movement, date at 6 o'clock, to be reviewed MEASURES: dial 40 mm WEIGHT: gr. 36.6

253

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals, auxiliary dial at 6 o'clock,
pirifirmi hands, manual winding movement, engraved case with initials, and a smaller pocket watch with key, both to be revised
MEASURES: dial mm 45 and mm 33 WEIGHT: over ...[more]

254

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: watch with smooth ring, square dial with Roman numerals, douphine hands, automatic
movement, brown leather strap not applicable, not working SIZES: 27 mm dial

255

MATERIAL: silver gilt DESCRIPTION: wristwatch with smooth bezel, rectangular dial in three gold colors with white enamel side inlay,
Roman numerals, baton hands, quartz movement, charging bezel with cabochon sapphire, black leather strap MEASUREMENTS: dial
23 mm

256

MATERIAL: white gold and diamonds DESCRIPTION: lady's watch, ring with small diamonds, white circular dial, Roman numerals, stick
hands, hand-wound movement, braided strap in imitation of the fabric, bears the 750 mark, to be revised MEASURES: 24 mm squared
diameter, open strap 16.5 cm WEIGHT: gr 34 ...[more]

257

MATERIAL: yellow gold DESCRIPTION: wristwatch with smooth ring, rectangular dial, Roman numerals, douphine hands, auxiliary dial
at 6 o'clock, hand-wound movement, gold bracelet in imitation of the fabric, bears the 750 mark, to be revised SIZES: dial 13x23 mm,
open strap 17 cm WEIGHT: gr 69.3

258

MATERIAL: white gold DESCRIPTION: lady's watch, engraved ring with geometric motifs, circular silver-plated dial, applied indices,
stick hands, hand-wound movement, braided strap with imitation of the fabric, bears the 750 mark, to be revised MEASURES: 24 mm
squared diameter, 17 cm open strap WEIGHT ...[more]

259

MATERIAL: steel and gold DESCRIPTION: wristwatch, gold knurled ring, white dial with Roman numerals, baton hands, auxiliary dial at
3 o'clock, self-winding movement, slight glass defects, MEASURES: dial 30 mm

260

MATERIAL: accioio and yellow gold DESCRIPTION: wristwatch with smooth ring in yellow gold, black dial with gold baton hands, date
window at 3 o'clock, quartz movement, original black rubber strap MEASURES: dial 33 mm

261

MATERIAL: steel DESCRIPTION: Case in three bodies in polished and satin steel, screw back, lyre-shaped lugs, black bezel with
tachymetric scale of 500 units per hour, black dial with luminous stick indexes, three auxiliary dials at 3.6 o'clock , and 9, white hands
with luminescent insert, automatic ...[more]

